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Synchronization effects in a dual-wavelength class-B laser with modulated losses
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Different types of synchronization: in-phase, antiphase, phase, and lag synchronization, as well as amplitude
death have been found theoretically in a dual-wavelength class-B laser with modulated losses in one of the
channels. Depending on the laser parameters, oscillations in master and slave channels can be either completely
or partially synchronized. The conditions for the dual-wavelength regime have been established. The analysis
has been performed on the basis of transfer functions of the master and slave channels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During recent years, an interest in studying synchroni
tion phenomena in various systems has increased sig
cantly. The main reasons of such interest are the fundame
aspects of a deeper understanding of coherent dynamica
havior of coupled systems in different areas, including che
istry @1#, physics, biology, and economics@2#, as well as due
to the important practical application to secure communi
tions @3#. By synchronizationis commonly meant that the
states of ensembles of two and more coupled oscillators
different individual frequencies are properly adjusted.

It is known that depending on the coupling strength a
individual frequencies of coupled systems, synchronizat
can be eithercompleteso that the states of the interactin
systems coincide~master-slave synchronization! or have op-
posite phases~antiphase synchronization! @4–6# or partial so
that the states are slightly different@5#. Particular cases o
partial synchronization arephase synchronization, when the
phases of coupled oscillators are equal while their am
tudes are noncorrelated@7# and lag synchronization, when
the amplitudes are correlated but one system lags in t
behind the other@8#. In general, synchronization can be d
fined as the presence of a functional relation between
states of master and slave systems~generalized synchroniza
tion @9#!. For stronger coupling or time delay in the couplin
an intriguing effect arises where the oscillators pull ea
other off their limit cycles and collapse to a state of ze
amplitude@10,11#. This effect known asamplitude deathhas
been theoretically predicted by several authors@10,12,13#
and recently demonstrated experimentally by Herreroet al.
@14# with a pair of thermo-optical oscillators linearly couple
by heat transfer. However, to our knowledge, this effect
not been reported for laser systems.

Lasers are among the most convenient dynamical syst
as for theoretical and experimental study of these phenom
for secure communications. The ability to synchron
coupled chaotic systems was first demonstrated by Pe
and Caroll in 1990@6#. They have shown that two identica
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chaotic systems can be made to synchronize by linking th
with a common signal. Later, their method has been reali
with two coupled Nd:YAG~yttrium aluminum garnet! lasers
@15#, two CO2 lasers, one of which was driven by the outp
of another laser@16#, and semiconductor lasers@17#. More
recently, the synchronization effects have been demonstr
in a bidirectional Nd:YAG ring laser with modulated pump
ing @18#, in arrays of three Nd:YAG lasers@19#, in two
Nd:YVO4 microchip lasers@20#, in two pulsing CO2 lasers
coupled through a common saturable absorber@21#, in two
erbium-doped fiber lasers@22#, and in a microchip
LiNdP4O12 laser array with self-mixing feedback modulatio
@23#.

In this paper we study synchronization effects in a clas
laser with modulated losses in one of the coupled chann
The laser is formed by two-channel cavity with a comm
active medium that acted as a coupling. Such du
wavelength optical sources have recently attracted much
tention for potential applications in wavelength division mu
tiplexes transmission systems and optical signal process
In particular, a dual-wavelength CO2 laser is promising in
remote sounding of the atmosphere, isotope separation,
metrological applications@24,25#. In molecular gas lasers
many wavelengths can be emitted as a result of several sp
fied vibrorotational transitions. The dual-wavelength regim
in a low-pressure cw CO2 laser has been first realized i
1980 @26#. Some dynamical regimes of such a laser w
fixed modulation depth and losses in both channels h
been recently demonstrated experimentally@27#. The goal of
the present study is a detailed theoretical analysis of sync
nization phenomena in a dual-wavelength CO2 laser in a
wide range of modulation depths and frequencies, and
ther generalization of our approach to class-B lasers.
emphasize that such lasers with independent tuning in e
channel is an optical analog of a system of two coup
oscillators. The coupling between lasing lines is realiz
through the rotational relaxation, i.e., collisional processes
gas molecules. In most of the previous works synchroni
tion effects were studied versus the coupling strength.
distinct from the previous studies, all calculations in th
work have been performed for the fixed coupling that is d
fined by the constant pressure and composition of the ac
medium. However, a change in the modulation frequen
leads to a change in the time delay in the response of

y
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B. F. KUNTSEVICH AND A. N. PISARCHIK PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046221
population inversion in the slave channel to the loss mo
lation in the master channel. We demonstrate different sta
of synchronization in the dual-wavelength laser: from co
plete synchronization to partial synchronization includi
phase and lag synchronizations. We report for the first t
in laser systems on a combined~in-phase–antiphase! type of
synchronization and an amplitude death effect when lasin
the master channel disappears and oscillations in the s
channel are damped out to reach a steady state. We
describe for the first time to our knowledge phase synch
nization in coupled chaotic laser oscillators.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the complete system of equations for a CO2 laser, which
accounts vibrational and rotational relaxation processes
Sec. III we discuss the results of the simulations. The s
chronization effects are generalized in Sec. IV to clas
lasers on the basis of a two-level model for the active m
dium conditions. Finally, the main conclusions are presen
in Sec. V.

II. NUMERICAL MODEL

As a particular case of the class-B lasers@28#, in which
polarization effects can be adiabatically eliminated, we sh
consider a system of equations successfully used earlie
the description of a single-wavelength CO2 laser @29,30#.
Below, in Sec. IV, the main results will be generalized to
simplest two-level model of the active medium.

For the sake of definiteness, we suppose a single-m
lasing in the centers of P20 and P16 lines within t
0001-1000 vibrorotational transition. Let the losses in th
first channel ~master! be modulated as follows:k15k10
1k11@11sin(2pnt)#, where 2k11 and n are the modulation
amplitude~depth! and frequency andk10 is a constant loss
The losses in the second channel~slave! are fixed,k25k20.
The same active medium is responsible for the lasing in b
channels. Then the equations can be written as follows:

dM1

dt
5b3NeM01WNCNC~N2M02N0M1!, ~1!

dN1

dt
5b1NeN02W10N11W21N21B1u1~n2

12n1
1!

1B2u2~n2
22n1

2!, ~2!

dN2

dt
5b2NeN01WNCNN~N0M12N2M0!2W21N2

2B1u1~n2
12n1

1!2B2u2~n2
22n1

2!, ~3!

dn1

dt
5B1u1~n2

12n1
1!1B2u2~n2

22n1
2!2V1~n12N1!,

~4!

dn2

dt
52B1u1~n2

12n1
1!2B2u2~n2

22n1
2!2V2~n22N2!,

~5!
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dn1
1

dt
5B1u1~n2

12n1
1!2VR~n1

12F1
1n1!2V1~n1

12F1
1N1!,

~6!

dn2
1

dt
52B1u1~n2

12n1
1!2VR~n2

12F2
1n2!2V2~n2

12F2
1N2!,

~7!

dn1
2

dt
5B2u2~n2

22n1
2!2VR~n1

22F1
2n1!2V1~n1

22F1
2N1!,

~8!

dn2
2

dt
52B2u2~n2

22n1
2!2VR~n2

22F2
2n2!2V2~n2

22F2
2N2!,

~9!

du1

dt
5vm~x1y12k1!u1 , ~10!

du2

dt
5vm~x2y22k2!u2 , ~11!

wherey15n2
12n1

1 and y25n2
22n1

2 are the rotational popu
lation inversions.

HereM0 andM1 are the relative populations of the fun
damental and first excited vibrational levels of N2 ; N0 ,N1,
and N2 are the relative quasiequilibrium populations of t
vibrational 0000, 1000, and 0001 levels of CO2; n1 andn2
are the relative quasi-nonequilibrium~instantaneous! popula-
tions of the vibrational 1000 and 0001 levels of CO2; n1

1, n2
1

and n1
2, n2

2 are the relative populations of lower and upp
laser rotational sublevels in the master and slave chann
Ne is the free-electron density in the active medium;W21 and
W10 are the effective rates of the collisional relaxation in t
0001-1000 and 1000-0000 transitions;VR is the rotational
relaxation rate;V1 andV2 are the vibrational relaxation rate
that describe the relaxation of the instantaneous populat
n1 andn2 to their quasiequilibrium valuesN1 andN2 ; WNC
is the rate constant of the vibrational energy transfer from2
to CO2; b1 ,b2, andb3 are the pumping rates of the vibra
tional levels of CO2 and N2 in the electric discharge;NC and
NN are the volume densities of CO2 and N2; F1

1, F1
2 andF2

1,
F2

2 are the normalized Boltzmann functions determining
portion of the molecules in the corresponding rotational s
levels in the master and slave channels;u1 , B1 andu2 , B2
are the radiation densities and spectral Einstein’s coefficie
for the master and slave channels;v is the speed of light in
the active medium, andm is the packing coefficient for the
active medium in the cavity.

All necessary parameters were calculated on the bas
the analysis of the data presented in Refs.@25,31,32#. We
assume that before the discharge switches on the active
dium CO2:N2 :He51:1:8 has apressure of 15 Torr. When
the discharge switches on, the dissociation reaches 50%@33#.
The lengths of the active medium and cavity are taken to
35 cm and 100 cm, respectively, and the temperature in
active medium is supposed to be 350 K. We assume in
1-2
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SYNCHRONIZATION EFFECTS IN A DUAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046221
calculations that M05Ms2M1 and N05Ns2N12N2,
where Ms and Ns are the relative total populations of th
corresponding states of the CO2 and N2 molecules at stan
dard conditions in the absence of pumping and lasing.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Numerical simulations on the basis of the complete mo
Eqs.~1!–~11! yield four stationary solutions. These solutio
depend on the system parameters. The fixed point for t
level model of the active medium will be obtained analy
cally in Sec. IV A. Here we consider only the results for t
case of a dual-wavelength lasing, which corresponds to
riodic or chaotic oscillations in both channels. Such a du
wavelength regime is the most interesting with a practi
point of view.

A. Types of synchronization

The dual-wavelength CO2 laser with modulated losses i
one of the channels exhibits a wide range of dynamical
gimes ranging from periodic to chaotic pulsations. Some
namical regimes of this laser are illustrated in Fig. 1. T
time evolution of the power densities at different modulati
frequencies in the master and slave channels,u1 andu2 , are
shown respectively on the left-hand and right-hand sides
the figure. The alternative component of the losses is sh
for reference by the dashed lines. The analysis of the cu
shown in Fig. 1 allows one to reveal the following synchr
nization regimes.

~i! At very low modulation frequency,antiphase synchro-
nization is observed@Figs. 1~a! and 1~a8!#. During one-half
of the modulation period when the loss in the master chan
is minimal @sin(2pnt)<0#, the lasing exists only in the mas
ter channel, while in the slave channel it is absent. Dur
the next half of the period when sin(2pnt).0, the opposite
situation is realized: the rectangular pulses lase in the s
channel while in the master channel the lasing is abs
These phases are repeated sequentially. Thus, in this cas
quasistationary regimes are realized in both channels,
the loss and gain coefficients have the same va
x i(t)yi(t)5ki(t) ( i 51,2). Therefore, the pulses in the sla
channel are flat@k2(t)5const# and the pulses in the maste
channel lase in the opposite phase with the value ofk1(t) . In
this regime the loss modulation leads to the switch betw
oscillations in the master and slave channels. By chang
k11 it is possible to control the duration of the rectangu
pulses in the master and slave channels: with increasingk11
the pulse duration in the master~slave! channel decrease
~increases!.

~ii ! At higher modulation frequency, synchronization r
mains complete but the dynamics is more complex. Now
shape of the pulses is not rectangular and their duration
comes shorter. As seen from Figs. 1~b! and 1~b8! the laser
operates in the period-4 regime. In this case we obse
mixed in-phase–antiphase synchronization. The phase of the
large-amplitude pulses in the master channel coincides
the phase of the pulses in the slave channel so that in-p
dynamics is realized. However, the envelope of the pu
04622
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displays antiphase dynamics: the maximal~minimal! ampli-
tudes in the master channels correspond to the mini
~maximal! amplitudes in the slave channel. In addition, w
call attention to the double pulses in the master channel:
small-amplitude pulse comes before each large-amplit
pulse.

~iii ! With further increase in the modulation frequenc
synchronization becomespartial. In Figs. 1~c! and 1~c8! lag
synchronizationis observed where both the pulses and th
envelopes, even though they remain correlated, lag in t
behind each other. The small-amplitude pulses also exis
the master channel and they are preceded by each la
amplitude pulse. The pulses in the slave channel lase
tween the small and large pulses in the master channel
seen from these figures, the laser operates in the peri
regime.

FIG. 1. Temporal behavior of radiation density of the du
wavelength CO2 laser in the master~left-hand column! and slave
channels~right-hand column!. The alternative losses are indicate
by the dashed lines. k1053.1131023 cm21, k2053.3
31023 cm21, k115331024 cm21. ~a!, ~a8! n51, ~b!, ~b8! 120,
~c!, ~c8! 195, ~d!, ~d8! 205, ~e!, ~e8! 270, and~f!, ~f8! 400 kHz.
1-3
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B. F. KUNTSEVICH AND A. N. PISARCHIK PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046221
~iv! A small further increase in the modulation frequen
makes the system again completely synchronized~master-
slave synchronization! when the laser operates in th
period-6 regime, as shown in Figs. 1~d! and 1~d8!. The stan-
dard case ofcomplete synchronizationis also realized in the
period-3 regime but with intermediate small peaks in
master channel@Figs. 1~f! and 1~f8!#.

~v! In Figs. 1~e! and 1~e8! we demonstratein-phase–
antiphase synchronizationas in Figs. 1~b! and 1~b8! but the
intermediate small pulses are absent. Here the laser ope
in the period-8 regime.

~vi! Finally, phase synchronizationof chaos is illustrated
in Fig. 2. As seen from Fig. 2~a!, the phases of the pulses
the master and slave channels are locked while the am
tudes remain noncorrelated and sustain an irregular mo
of their own @see Fig. 2~b!#. In order to examine the phas
correlation of the chaotic pulsations, the time of then th peak
for the slave channel,T2, is plotted against that for the mas
ter channel,T1, in Fig. 2~c!.

B. Conditions for dual-wavelength regime
and transfer functions

It is important, first, to establish conditions for the dua
wavelength regime because only in this regime synchron
tion can be possible. The conditions for realization of t
dual-wavelength regime can be revealed from the analys
transfer functions~TFs!, i.e., amplitude-frequency characte
istics of each channel. The TF describes the laser respon
the parameter modulation. In Fig. 3 we plot the TFs of
master ~left-hand column! and slave channels~right-hand
column! for differentk11. Note, that the relation betweenk10
andk20 is chosen so that atk1150 the oscillations exist only

FIG. 2. ~a! Phase synchronization of chaotic oscillations in t
master and slave channels. The alternative losses are indicate
the thin line.~b! u2-u1 plot shows that the amplitudes are nonco
related. ~c! Phase correlation.k1053.131023 cm21, k2053.3
31023 cm21, k115331024 cm21, n5160 kHz.
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in the master channel. In fact, the TFs shown in Fig. 3 are
bifurcation diagrams with the modulation frequencyn as a
control parameter.

The general informative analysis of the results perform
on the basis of the consideration of the TFs allows us
distinguish the following possible situations.

~i! At small k11 the conditions for the dual-wavelengt
regime is not reached and the laser operates in the sin
wavelength regime@Figs. 3~a! and 3~a8!#. The radiation emits
only from the master channel whose TF has a standard s
of a linear response@29# with the single resonance~natural!
frequencyn1.

~ii ! With increasingk11 the laser response becomesnon-
linear. The maximum of the TF atn1 is shifted to the low-
frequency region and a second resonance peak in
period-2 regime appears at the frequencynp2'2n1 @Fig.
3~b!#. The necessary conditions for the appearance of os
lations in the slave channel is, first, a 100% modulat
depth in the master channel. This condition can be achie
by increasingk11. Second, no lasing time in the master cha
nel should be sufficiently long for the development of osc
lations in the slave channel. Here, the dual-wavelength
gime is realized only in the low-frequency range,n,30 kHz
@Fig. 3~b8!#.

by

FIG. 3. Transfer functions of master~left-hand column! and
slave channels~right-hand column! at different modulation ampli-
tudes~a, a8! k115231025, ~b, b8! 831025, ~c, c8! 9.631025 , and
~d, d8! 331024 cm21. k1053.1131023 cm21, k2053.1
31023 cm21. Natural frequencies of the system are indicated
the figure.
1-4
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SYNCHRONIZATION EFFECTS IN A DUAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046221
~iii ! A further increase ink11 leads to the appearance
the dual-wavelengthregime over all frequency range@Fig.
3~c! and 3~c8!#. This results in three resonance frequencies
both channels,n i1556 kHz, n i2598 kHz, andn ip25234
kHz. The resonance frequencies of the laser can be prese
as n i15n02D and n i25n01D, wheren05(n i11n i2)/2 is
the average natural frequency and 2D is the mismatch be-
tween the resonance frequencies of the dual-wavelength
ser. The resonance peaks in the period-2 regime appe
n ip2'2n012D.

When the slave channel is shut off and the laser oper
in a single-wavelength regime, the energy is distributed o
in the master channel. In this case the TF for the same l
parameters is quite different. It has only a single peak in
period-1 range that corresponds to the resonance frequ
of the master oscillatornm581 kHz. The resonance fre
quency of the slave oscillator,ns580 kHz, was calculated
when the master channel was shut off and the losses w
modulated in the slave channel. One can see that these
quencies are very close ton0 and that the mismatch betwee
these frequenciesnm2ns!2D.

Note that systems of two coupled forced oscillators w
investigated analytically in a linear approximation for m
chanical and electric circuit systems@34#. A number of natu-
ral frequencies of such a coupled oscillatory system is eq
to the number of its degrees of freedom. The du
wavelength laser can be referred to as an optical analo
the coupled systems. In our case the laser has two degre
freedom. The additional resonance peaks~at n ip2) appear
due to nonlinear response of the system. The nonequality
the natural frequenciesn i1,nm ,ns,n i2 concurs with previ-
ous analysis@34#.

The analysis shows that synchronization dynamics is g
erned by the relationship between the resonance frequen
and the modulation frequency. Antiphase synchronizatio
observed atn,n0 and in-phase synchronization takes pla
at n.n0. At the modulation near the average natural f
quency of the system,n'n0, when synchronization trans
forms from antiphase to in-phase, combined in-phas
antiphase and lag synchronization can be realized w
double pulses in the master channel, as shown in Fig.~b!
and 1~c!.

~iv! Finally, in Figs. 3~d! and 3~d8! we show the TFs for
very high modulation amplitude (k115331024 cm21). In
this case the lasing in the master channel occurs only at
frequencies, while in the slave channel the radiation ex
over all frequency range. Due to the sluggishness of the
tem, the time intervals, at which the average loss coeffic
in the master channel exceeds the average gain coeffic
increase. This leads to the disappearance of lasing in
master channel atn5nd and immediately results in the es
tablishment of a steady state regime in the slave cha
@horizontal line in Fig. 3~d8!#. In fact, here we deal with a
kind of amplitude death.This effect will be considered in
Sec. III D in more details.

Thus, an increase in the modulation amplitude leads
to the enhancement of the laser response in the master c
nel and then to a decrease of oscillations and their disapp
ance. In the slave channel at the low-amplitude modula
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the lasing is absent and with increasing amplitude the os
lations are developed. After that, the response in the s
channel decreases up to a steady state.

C. Large-amplitude modulation

We have already mentioned in Sec. III A about phase s
chronization of chaos in the dual-wavelength laser. Now
shall consider the TFs of the laser with larger-amplitu
modulation that can result in chaotic oscillations. Chao
regimes can be realized when both the loss in the slave c
nel k20 and the modulation amplitudek11 are increased. In
Fig. 4 we show the TFs for differentk11. At relatively small
k11 the lasing in the master channel is observed over
frequency range@Fig. 4~a!#, while in the slave channel the
oscillations appear only at very low frequencies where
quasistationary regime is realized@Fig. 4~a8!#. One can see
that the TF of the master channel becomes more com
than in Fig. 3. It contains different periodic and chao
ranges. Therefore it is not possible to distinguish the peak
natural frequencies as in Sec. III B. With increasingk11, the
dual-wavelength regime is realized over wider frequen
range@Figs. 4~b!, 4~b8!, and Figs. 4~c!, 4~c8!#. At very high
k11 the oscillations in the master channel are suppressed
even disappear@Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!# and in the slave channe
a steady state regime is reached@horizontal lines in Figs.
4~c8! and 4~d8!#.

FIG. 4. Transfer functions of master~left-hand column! and
slave channels~right-hand column! at laser modulation amplitude
~a, a8! k115231024, ~b, b8! 331024, ~c, c8! 431025, and~d, d8!
631024 cm21. k1053.1131023 cm21, k2053.331023 cm21.
1-5
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B. F. KUNTSEVICH AND A. N. PISARCHIK PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046221
However, some features in synchronization can be dis
guished for the large-amplitude case.

~i! At low modulation frequenciesn,50 kHz, for all
casesantiphasesynchronization takes place. At low modu
lation amplitude the dual-wavelength regime is observ
only at low frequencies@Figs. 4~a! and 4~a8!#.

~ii ! At 60 kHz ,n,100 kHz for the case shown in Figs
4~b! and 4~b8! in-phasesynchronization is realized. The os
cillations in the slave channel are suppressed to the very
level @the dip in Fig. 4~b8!#.

~iii ! In the intermediate range 50 kHz,n,60 kHznega-
tive lag andcombinedsynchronization take place.

~vi! At n.100 kHz for the case shown in Figs. 4~b! and
4~b8! the laser operates in the chaotic regime withnoncorre-
lated oscillations.

~v! At high k11 the oscillations die atn>nd @Figs. 4~c!
and 4~d!#. This case will be considered in the next sectio

Thus, the type of synchronization can be changed with
modulation frequency and amplitude for various values
the constant cavity losses. The above calculations have
performed for the 0001-1000 lasing transition. However, ad
ditional investigation has shown that similar features h
also when the laser operates in other vibration-rotatio
transitions, for example, 0001-0200, 0002-1001, 0002-0201,
and 0111-1110.

D. Amplitude death

Earlier theoretical studies showed that amplitude de
occurs if the coupling between oscillators is sufficien
strong and when the natural frequencies are sufficiently
parate@12#. However, more recent investigations@13# indi-
cate that the presence of time delay in the coupling remo
this restriction. Time delay in the dual-wavelength laser
pears due to finite relaxation times of the rotational sublev
of the CO2 molecule and the delay in the rotation populati
inversion of the slave channel increases with the modula
amplitude.

The amplitude death for small and high cavity losses
seen in Figs. 3~d! and 4~c!, 4~d!. The oscillations in both
channels disappear at large-amplitude modulation above
certain value of the modulation frequency through the H
bifurcation. In Fig. 5 we show the laser response when
slave channel is blocked~left-hand side! and when it is open
~right-hand side! for the parameters corresponding to F
3~d!. Blocking the master channel, the large-amplitude os
lations are present in the master channel while they disap
after transients when both channels are open. The osc
tions in the slave channel are damped out to reach a con
steady state while in the master channel the steady sta
the noise level. The same situation is observed for the
rameters corresponding to Fig. 4~d!.

In Fig. 6 the death regions are shown at constant losse
the master and slave channels corresponding to Figs. 3 a
for different values of the modulation frequency. The de
region ceases to exist below a certain threshold freque
nd . Below the death curves there exist different synchro
zation regimes exhibiting in-phase and antiphase oscillat
or noncorrelated oscillations. As seen from Fig. 6 the on
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frequency for the amplitude deathnd and the modulation
amplitudek11 are related by the following scaling law:

nd}k11
a , ~12!

where the powera521/2 is independent on the consta
losses. A power law behavior at the transition between
death and phase locked regions has also been obtaine
Ramana Reddyet al. @35# for limit cycle oscillators with a
time delayed coupling.

E. Comparison with experiment

There are few works on experimental observation of
dual-wavelength radiation in lasers. However, some of
theoretical results can be compared with existing experim
tal results. For instance, the nonlinear TFs presented in F

FIG. 5. Response of~a! master and~b! slave channels when th
slave channel is blocked~left-hand side! and when it is open~right-
hand side!. The laser parameters are the same as for Fig. 3~d!. n
5100 kHz.

FIG. 6. Power law behavior of the death frequency vs the mo
lation amplitude for the parameters corresponding to Figs
~squares! and 4~dots!. The slopes give the same scaling expone
a521/2. The base of logarithms is 10.
1-6
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3~c! and 3~c8! are in a good agreement with experimen
TFs presented in Ref.@27#, where three resonance pea
were observed in the dual-wavelength CO2 laser with modu-
lated losses.

It is also of interest to compare our numerical results w
the experimental ones obtained in other laser syste
Zenchenkoet al. @36# studied experimentally the tempor
behavior of a dual-beam Nd:YAG laser in which the co
pling between two beams was realized by a partial overla
the volumes in the active medium. The losses were mo
lated in one of the laser channels. They have observed
tiphase synchronization at low-frequency modulation and
phase synchronization at high-frequency modulation. Th
are also some other experimental works in different syste
~see, for example,@34#!, the results of which are in a goo
qualitative agreement with our results that confirms their
lidity and generality.

IV. TWO-LEVEL MODEL

The main results presented above can be generalize
the class-B lasers. The simplest two-level model of the ac
medium is used for this purpose~see, for example,@37#!. The
system of equations for the dual-wavelength laser can
written in the following form:

du1

dt
5vm~¸1y2k1!u1 , ~13!

du2

dt
5vm~¸2y2k2!u2 , ~14!

dy

dt
5D@ym2y~11R1u1 /D1R2u2 /D !#, ~15!

where¸1,2 andR1,2 are the values proportional to the limitin
gain coefficients and spectral Einstein’s coefficients for
master and slave channels,y and ym are the population in-
version at the presence and absence of the field in the ca
andD is the inversion relaxation rate.

The simplest system Eqs.~13!–~15! allows some analyti-
cal analysis for revealing the conditions of the du
wavelength regime.

A. Equilibrium conditions and stability analysis

In order to simplify the analysis, we rewrite the syste
Eqs.~13!–~15! as follows:

du1

dt
5W1~a1y21!u1 , ~16!

du2

dt
5W2~a2y21!u2 , ~17!

dy

dt
5D@ym2y~11b1u11b2u2!#, ~18!
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whereWi5vmki ( i 51,2), ai5¸ i /ki , bi5Ri /D, and we as-
sumeki5ki0.

Setting (du1 /dt)5(du2 /dt)5(dy/dt)50 we obtain
four equilibrium states for the system Eqs.~16!–~18!.

~i! The first fixed pointO1 is trivial: u1050, u2050, and
y05ym .

~ii ! The second pointO2 corresponds to the absence of t
lasing in the master channel:u1050, u205(a2ym21)/b2
andy051/a2.

~iii ! In the third pointO3 we find the opposite situation
the lasing is present in the master channel and absent in
slave channel:u105(a1ym21)/b1 , u2050, andy051/a1.

~iv! Finally, in pointO4 the lasing exists in both channe
~dual-wavelength regime!: u10Þ0 and u20Þ0. As follows
from Eqs. ~16! and ~17!, the last situation is possible onl
when y051/a151/a2[1/a0. In this case b1u101b2u20
5a0ym21. If b15b25b0, then u101u205(a0ym21)/b0.
This means that the sum of the radiation densities in
master and slave channels cannot exceed some critical n
ber. The relationship betweenu10 andu20 in general case is
defined by coefficientsb1 and b2. Note that for simplicity
and by analogy with other works we assume thatu10 andu20
are zero. Actually, these values cannot be less than s
‘‘noise’’ value of the radiation density.

Some qualitative information on the operation of the du
wavelength laser for different system parameters can be
tained from stability analysis of the stationary solutions.
standard method of linearization of the initial system
equations near fixed pointsO1 , O2 , O3, andO4 can be used
for this purpose@34,38#.

~i! If u10, u20, and y0 are the coordinates of pointO1,
then the linearization of the equations in the vicinity of th
point leads to the following characteristic equation:

l31c1l21c2l1c350, ~19!

where

c15D2W1~a1ym21!2W2~a2ym21!,

c25W1W2~a1ym21!~a2ym21!2D@W1~a1ym21!

1~W2~a2ym21!#,

and

c35W1W2D~a1ym21!~a2ym21!.

If the real parts of all the eigenvaluesl1 , l2, and l3 are
negative, then the equilibrium state is stable, i.e., it is
attractor~stable node or focus!. If at least one of the roots o
Eq. ~19! has a positive real part, then the corresponding fix
point is unstable. Different signs of the roots indicate that
fixed point is a saddle point. If the eigenvalues are comp
values, then the approach to the stationary regime has
1-7
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oscillatory character and the imaginary part of the eigenv
ues defines the oscillation frequency.

The eigenvalues found from Eq.~19! are

l15W1~a1ym21!, l25W2~a2ym21!, and

l352D. ~20!

Remember that pointO1 corresponds to the absence
lasing in both channels. Actually, it is evident from Eq.~20!
that if the threshold conditions for lasing are fulfilled in no
of the channels (a1ym,1 anda2ym,1), then pointO1 is an
attractor, i.e., three eigenvalues are negative~stable node!. If
the threshold condition is fulfilled at least for one of th
channels, then pointO1 becomes unstable, i.e., one of th
eigenvalues is positive~saddle point!.

~ii, iii ! In a similar way one can find the eigenvalues f
point O2,

l1,252~a2ymD/2!6@~a2ymD/2!22W2D~a2ym21!#1/2,

l352W1~12a1 /a2!, ~21!

and for pointO3,

l1,252~a1ymD/2!6@~a1ymD/2!22W1D~a1ym21!#1/2,

l352W2~12a2 /a1!. ~22!

The equilibrium stateOj ( j 52,3) can be realized whe
the lasing threshold is exceeded just in one of the chan
while in the adjacent channel the threshold condition is
reached. In this case the following possible situations can
realized.

~1! Let us assume thataj exceeds the corresponding valu
for the adjacent channel. Then for both fixed pointsl3,0.
There can be two possibilities:~i! If D(ajym/2)2.Wj (ajym
21) ~for instance, close to the lasing threshold!, then l1,2
,0 and fixed point Oj is a stable node and~ii ! if
D(ajym/2)2,Wj (ajym21), thenl1,2 are complex andOj is
a stable focus.

~2! Let us suppose thataj is less than the correspondin
value for the adjacent channel. Then for both pointsl3.0.
In this case~i! if D(ajym/2)2>Wj (ajym21), thenOj is a
saddle, and~ii ! if D(ajym/2)2,Wj (ajym21), thenOj is a
saddle focus.

~iv! For pointO4 one of the eigenvalues always is equ
to 0 ~for example, l150) and two other eigenvalue
are l2,352(a0ymD/2)6@(a0ymD/2)22W0D(a0ym21)#1/2

while W15W25W0. A zero eigenvalue is the characterist
property of the limit cycle. If in this case the threshold co
ditions in both channels are fulfilled andD(a0ym/2)2

.W0(a0ym21), thenl2 andl3 are also negative. This cor
responds to a stable limit cycle, i.e., a periodic regime. In
next section the main attention will be just paid to a study
the most important regime of the periodic or chaotic osci
tions in the dual-wavelength laser.
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B. Numerical results and discussion

The numerical simulation of the simplest model Eq
~13!–~15! is performed in a similar way as in Sec. III. Th
same synchronization types have been observed at the
lowing system parameters:D51.43104 s21 and ym54.7
31022. For comparison we present in Fig. 7 the TFs f
different modulation amplitudes. Similarly to the comple
model~see Fig. 3! at smallk11 the typical nonlinear respons
in the master channel with the resonance frequenciesn1 and
np2 is realized@Fig. 7~a!#. In the slave channel the lasing
observed only in the quasistationary range of the modula
frequencies@Fig. 7~a8!#. The dual-wavelength regime can b
reached at certain modulation amplitude@Figs. 7~b and b8!#.
As before, the peaks of the resonance frequenciesn11
5n21, where antiphase dynamics takes place, are presen
In the high-frequency range, the period-2 peaks are also
served (n1p25n2p2). The absence of the resonance peakn22
in the slave channel can be explained by~i! a strong compe-
tition between the laser channels due to ignoring rotatio
sublevels in the two-level model and~ii ! the limitation con-
dition u101u205(a0ym21)/b0 ~see Sec. IV A!. Antiphase
and in-phase synchronizations are observed, respectivel
n,n0 andn.n0.

The amplitude death, as before, is observed at the r
tively high modulation amplitude@Figs. 7~c and c8!#. The
same scaling law Eq.~12! has been obtained for the two
level model~Fig. 8!, a520.5360.03. Thus, we have ever
reason to believe that this scaling law is universal and pr
ably obeyed for different dynamical systems.

Finally, in Fig. 9 we illustrate phase synchronization
chaos for the two-level model.

Thus, it is seen from the short comparison that both m
els demonstrate the same qualitative relationship. Theref
we believe that the synchronization effects considered in
paper can be observed in dual-wavelength lasers belon
to the class B as well as in other systems of two coup
oscillators with an external force in one of the channels.

FIG. 7. Transfer functions of master~left-hand column! and
slave channels~right-hand column! for two-level model at different
modulation amplitudes~a, a8! k1152.831025, ~b, b8! 431025, and
~c, c8! 531025 cm21. k105431023 cm21, k2053.9
31023 cm21.
1-8
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied theoretically synchroni
tion phenomena in a dual-wavelength class-B laser w
modulated losses in one of the channels. The detailed in
tigations have been performed on the basis of the comp
laser model that describes well a real CO2 laser with modu-
lated parameters. The further analysis and numerical sim
tions made with the use of the two-level model of the act
medium have shown that the main relationships are valid
the class-B lasers.

The conditions for the dual-wavelength lasing regim
have been revealed. This regime can be realized when
excesses of the unsaturated gain over the losses in the m
and slave channels are approximately equal. The analys
transfer functions of the master and slave channels and
comparison allowed us to emerge general features in
chronization phenomena in the dual-wavelength class-B
sers. Several types of synchronization representing diffe
degrees of correlation between the master and slave cha
have been identified and are referred to as complete sync
nization ~in-phase, antiphase, and combined in-phas
antiphase synchronization!, phase synchronization, and la
synchronization. The transfer functions of the du
wavelength laser can contain resonance peaks correspon
to two natural frequencies of the system with two degree
freedom and nonlinear~e.g., period-doubling! peaks. When
the modulation frequency is closer to one of the natural
quencies, either antiphase or in-phase synchronization is
alized. When the modulation frequency is between these
quencies, the intermediate combined type of synchroniza
takes place: the phases of the laser pulses and their enve
are different. We have also demonstrated phase synchro
tion of chaotic oscillations.

We have observed for the first time in laser systems
amplitude death effect that appears at large modulation
plitudes. In this regime the lasing in the master channel
appears and the oscillations in the slave channel damp o
reach a steady state. This effect results from time dela
coupling due to finite relaxation rates in the active mediu
We have found a particular scaling law with the power to
21/2 in the transition between the death and oscillation

FIG. 8. Death frequency versus the modulation amplitude
log-log scale for the parameters corresponding to Figs. 7. The s
gives the scaling exponenta'21/2. The base of logarithms is 10
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gions in the parameter space of the modulation amplit
and frequency. This scaling law is independent on the c
stant cavity losses. The same scaling law has been reve
with the use of the two-level model for the active mediu
We believe that this scaling law is general and can be
served in other systems of coupled oscillators with exter
forcing in one of the channels.

It is important for some application to obtain a desirab
shape of laser pulses, in particular, a rectangular shape. S
researchers~see, for example@39#! proposed to change th
transmittance of the output mirror by a parabolic law. Ho
ever, this is technically difficult to realize. Whereas the du
wavelength regime allows one to obtain the rectangu
pulses in the slave channel without any change in trans
tance@see Fig. 1~a8!#.

Some results of our numerical calculations are in a go
agreement with existing experimental data. We believe t
different types of synchronization and amplitude death in
dual-wavelength laser that are related to different system
rameters will be found in experiments and will have a nu
ber of applications, for example, for pulse shaping and
communications.
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FIG. 9. ~a! Phase synchronization of chaotic oscillations in t
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amplitudes are noncorrelated.~c! Phase correlation.k1054
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592 kHz.
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